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“Yakutian bone carving factory” Tusku LLC

Exclusive handcrafted souvenirs, jewelry, interior 
items, details and semi-finished products



Нistory
   Mammoths. Yakutia (Siberia). Mammoth Tusks.
  For thousands and millions of years we have been separated from one 
of the most magnificent inhabitants of our planet. The Arctic zone of 
Siberia is a real treasure trove. According to some data, in Yakutia there 
are about 80% of all fossil reserves of mammoth and mammoth tusks. 
Mammoth tusk is a non-renewable resource, precious material for bone 
carving art and traditional crafts.
  We make an invaluable gift for all the people of our planet. We invite 
everyone to touch history from the depths of permafrost, from the very 
heart of the ice age. Products from a unique material - mammoth tusk, for 
every taste. Here and now, in our time. Take and save your legend.



About us
  Our company was established in 2016. We have a full production 
cycle, from the extraction of raw materials to the production of 
finished products. Masterpieces of bone carving art, exclusive 
souvenirs and interior items, jewelry and blanks for jewelry, 
accessories and details for design decisions, corporate gifts and 
semi-finished products of various sizes and geometric shapes for 
future products are created daily in our factory.
  Over the entire period of work, our company has established itself 
as a reliable and responsible business partner. Individual approach 
to customers. We fulfill orders on time. Delivery of products to 
anywhere in the world is possible.



Partners trust
  Each type of product is issued a certificate that certifies that the product 
you purchased is made from a mammoth tusk, mined in the Republic of 
Sakha (Yakutia) in the Russian Federation.
 Our company guarantees the authenticity of unique material, high quality 
products and the best prices from the manufacturer. We are members of 
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Republic of Sakha 
(Yakutia) and the “Made in Yakutia” Manufacturers Association. We are 
working on mammoth fauna with the Academy of Sciences of the Republic 
of Sakha (Yakutia). We take part in internationally recognized major 
international exhibitions with the participation of REC and promote our 
brand. We support and develop bone carving art, science, sports and folk 
art crafts in the Far North.



O U R    W O R K S
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Evaluation of our activities
   For participation and support at various cultural, sports and scientific-educational 
projects and events, our company has received recognition from republican 
departments and institutions. Confirmation of this are diplomas, letters of 
appreciation and thanks.
  We reciprocate this and provide sponsorship, help young bone carvers, instill in 
the younger generation an interest in bone carving art and paleontology in 
general. Pupils write different scientific papers on this topic.
  Our task is to revive and preserve the industry, so that the traditional crafts of 
indigenous peoples and bone carving art develop further.



Wildlife conservation and
relation to the environment

   
   Our activity is not only related to production, but also has great benefits for the 
animal world. The mammoth tusk is the only substitute for a valuable elephant 
tusk today. Thus, we offer an alternative, thereby saving lives and preserving the 
number of elephants now living, which poachers hunt for selling their tusks on the 
black market, exterminating animals.
   Mammoth tusks are mined by collecting them manually at the places of natural 
collapse of the coastline, river floodplains, and in areas where landslides form 
during thawing of the earth's surface. Therefore, damage to nature by heavy 
equipment and a mechanized method is not done.



Project “The World Mammoth Center”
   In 2019, we began preparatory work on the unique project “The World Mammoth Center” in 
Yakutsk, the capital of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the largest region of Russia. This is the 
largest administrative and territorial unit in the world with an area of   more than 3 million square 
kilometers. According to some data, about 80% of all reserves of mammoth tusks and the remains 
of mammoth fauna are located in Yakutia (Siberia). That is why the city of Yakutsk will become the 
center of the Mammoth of Russia and the world, which will entail the development of tourism and 
related infrastructure. Our project will include a theme park with sculptures of animals of that 
period, the main building with unique architecture, which will house the Tusku bone-carving factory, 
a training center for bone carving and master classes, a mammoth fauna museum, a scientific 
laboratory, a storage mammoth tusks and other valuable scientific materials requiring special 
storage conditions, auction house for the sale of tusks and other paleontological materials, an 
exhibition of products and a gift shop, hotel and restaurant.
   Most of the territory of Yakutia is located in “permafrost” and is the coldest place on earth where 
people constantly live. The annual temperature amplitude is about 100 *C, in winter the cold is up 
to -60 *C, and in summer the heat is up to + 40 *C. In Yakutsk, there is an international airport that 
accepts almost all types of air transport, the design and construction of a bridge across the Great 
Lena River begins, which will provide year-round access for lovers of car travel and in summer for 
motorcyclists. This project will become one of the most recognizable places in the world and a 
visiting card of our republic and Russia.
   We invite you to participate in the implementation of a large-scale project of world significance.



Contact us

 With offers of cooperation and participation in our project, please contact the 
indicated contacts.
 You can find our works at www.instagram.com/tuskyakutia 
 Subscribe to our instagram and follow the news.

“Yakutian bone carving factory”

Tusku LLC
Russia, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Yakutsk, Truda st., 1, tel. 701-023, +7 (914) 270-10-23 

e-mail: tusku2016@mail.ru

Representative in St. Petersburg and Moscow
Tel. +7 (953) 156-44-88 (WhatsApp), e-mail: tv-g@mail.ru

  We are committed to reliable and long-term cooperation.

mailto:tv-g@mail.ru
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